This paper shows how a traditional story can be used to teach an indigenous language, and how the inclusion of writing can help students learn the language effectively. Hupa people have told Coyote stories for thousands of years. Such Hupa stories are incorporated in Hupa language instruction using the Language Proficiency Method, which involves a sequence whereby students progress from easier to more difficult materials. Language Proficiency units begin with lessons built around questions and answers and expand to conversations, games, storytelling, and dramatic performances. The learning sequence has six levels: setting the scene, comprehensible input, guided practice, independent practice, challenge (performing), and expansion to other areas of instruction. How writing is defined affects some issues related to written language instruction. These issues include the idea of writing as a learning tool, differences in learning to speak versus learning to write, transference of thought processes and response patterns to the second language, and the relationship between learning styles and learning strategies. Research has shown that writing is particularly useful to students with a visual learning style. Possible advantages and disadvantages of writing systems for Native languages are listed. Appendices include the story "Coyote Steals Daylight" and writing activities for this story at each of the six levels of the Language Proficiency Method. (SV)
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This paper shows how a traditional story can be used to teach an indigenous language and how the inclusion of writing can help students learn the language effectively. The Language Proficiency Method used by the Hoopa Valley Tribe's language programs is described along with supporting research and sample Hupa language activities built around the story "Coyote Steals Daylight." The activities demonstrate a sequencing principle basic to the method. They begin with questions and answers and progress to conversations, games, storytelling, and dramatic performances.

This is the beginning of Xontehltaw Yiľxay K'itehľko:t, Coyote Steals Daylight:

This is a story about what Coyote did.

Coyote was walking along.

And then, he saw some people digging Indian potatoes.

But it was still dark yet, there wasn't any daylight.

When the people saw Coyote, they said, "Come on up to the house."

Hupa teachers tell many Hupa stories to teach the Hupa language. The story Xontehltaw Yiľxay K'itehľko:t (see Appendix A) tells the adventures of Coyote, a primary actor in a world populated by animals and other characters. The story begins with setting the scene, capturing the listener's attention, and preparing for what is ahead. As the story continues, Coyote meets two boys who are alone in a house. When he discovers they are guarding a bag of daylight, he cannot resist sending the boys to fetch water. Then he grabs the bag of daylight and runs away with it. Eventually, the bag breaks and daylight comes to the world.

This story demonstrates the moral complexity of native California stories. One way to look at what Coyote does is that he brought something good to all the people. There is another side to this, however. Coyote takes daylight away from a house where it has been left with two children. He tricks two boys into getting some water for him, so he can escape with the bag of daylight. So, although Coyote's actions are good in one sense, in another sense they are ruthless. Coyote's actions in this story show his individualistic side. Acting alone, he runs with the bag of light, and, even though he is caught, he brings daylight to the world.
Hupa people have told Coyote stories for thousands of years. The characters’ actions are sometimes humorous, sometimes serious. They record how the world that Indians know came to exist. Continuing to tell the old stories in the Hupa language preserves the native language for Hupa people and preserves their oral history.

Creating Hupa story lessons provides a way to use stories in teaching (Wilkinson, 1998). Teaching stories effectively requires a method of presentation. In the Language Proficiency Method described in this paper, the focus is on a sequence whereby students can progress from easier to more difficult material. Language Proficiency units begin with lessons built around questions and answers and expand to conversations, games, storytelling, and dramatic performances. The writing activities described in Appendix B of this paper illustrate the Language Proficiency Method, which is used in the Hupa Language, Culture, and Education Program of the Hoopa Valley Tribe in a variety of classes, ranging from preschool through high school.

The writing component in language lessons

An important consideration in any language teaching method is to maximize opportunities for learning. In Hupa language classes, time is of the essence because Hupa, like many other indigenous languages, has few people left who...
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speak it every day. In this situation, the native language is a second language for the students. Because the Hupa Language, Culture, and Education Program is a second language program, it is important to consider carefully various approaches for teaching second languages. One question that arises in second language teaching is whether to concentrate on speaking, or to also include writing.

Critics of writing instruction maintain that students who spend too much time writing never learn to speak. These critics maintain that indigenous languages are complex and that learning a writing system only makes things more difficult. Writing instruction takes up time that is better spent speaking. Another argument in favor of teaching spoken language as opposed to written language is that Hupa and other California languages have become written languages only in this century. Their writing systems have been developed by scholars and so are not needed by native people (see also Bielenberg, this volume).

However, the complexity of the language can also be the basis of arguing for the use of writing in language lessons. Although historically the Hupa language was oral, its complexity includes a grammar where verb stems can change form from singular to plural. Its system of meaning is complex as well, with many words based upon metaphors that require interpretation of images. Writing down the forms of a complex language can be a way of dealing with these complexities so they can be better understood by students. Students need to return again and again to a form, and writing provides a ready reference. A second argument in favor of writing is that Native people have adopted writing systems for their languages in recent years (Hinton, 1994). In northwest California, the Hoopa Valley Tribe, the Karuk Tribe of California, the Wiyot Tribe, the Yurok Tribe and the Tolowa each have writing systems.

The Language Proficiency Method

Before explaining the Language Proficiency Method, we need to explain that there are a variety of names and other variations in this method, but the general principles have been advocated by various California programs, including the California Foreign Language Project—Redwood Area at Humboldt State University, the Native California Network (a privately funded Native American organization), a Karuk Language Conference Center in Orleans, and the Johnson-O’Malley Program of the Hoopa Valley Tribe.

The Language Proficiency Method is based upon the belief that writing is useful within a program of language instruction. Writing offers a sequence for presenting new language material, moving from easier to harder forms, and can also be the basis for communication. When writing is included in the program, the teacher can move from speaking to reading and writing, reinforcing concepts with writing.

The sequence in the method begins with attention-getting lesson presentations by the teacher. From level 2 through level 5, each level builds on the earlier one. A new level is introduced when students approach mastery at a given level. Teachers often ask at what level in the sequence to introduce writing. This choice
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is left to the teacher, although it is possible to introduce writing at beginning levels. The levels are as follows:

1. Setting the Scene: capturing attention
2. Comprehensible Input: “filling the bucket”
3. Guided Practice: “fill in the blank”
4. Independent Practice: generating language
5. Challenge: performing
6. Expansion: applying other areas of instruction

At the first level, the student listens. At the second level, the student demonstrates understanding non-verbally. At the third level, the student responds with one or two word responses. The student formulates complete sentences in level 4. By level 5, students generate their own conversations (Bennett, 1997). The levels build from where the teacher talks to the students to where the students talk to each other.

Each level consists of lessons that include culturally relevant activities. These range from a Hupa story told by the teacher to questions and answers about Hupa life, to games that involve play with cultural concepts, to student performances of Hupa plays (See Appendix B for sample activities for each level).

Figure 2. Sarah Jarnaghan with Mina:xe Raccoon Puppet
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Issues relating to writing

How writing is defined affects some issues related to written language instruction. These issues relate to the following:

- the idea of writing as a learning tool
- learning to speak and learning to write
- the issue of transference of thought processes into the second language
- the relationship between learning styles and learning strategies
- strategies proven effective with Native American students

Writing as a tool in learning: One issue involves a correspondence between learning to speak and learning to write. Writing in language programs has been criticized on the basis that students who learn to write well learn grammar rules and their spoken language suffers. It is important in native language programs that writing be a tool for improving speaking skills, not for replacing them.

When presented as an option, writing can be a valuable tool both in enhancing group activities and in developing self-study skills. Teachers can convey the idea of writing as a tool by the type of activities they include in their lessons. They can ask students to write down what they hear, they can assign them to transcribe from tapes, and they can ask them to develop questions based upon readings.

Learning to speak vs. learning to write: A second issue involving written language relates to what language is spoken in contrast to what is written. In one view, spoken language is broader than written language. In this view, spoken language is any utterance, but written language refers to forms of discourse. In this definition, the idea of written language places it on a different level from spoken language. This is based upon the fact that written language requires prior knowledge of a spelling system, grammar rules, and sentence patterns. Written language becomes associated with more advanced learning, and therefore with larger pieces of language, such as fiction, nonfiction, and other forms of discourse. This view of the difference between oral and written language makes the assumption that written language is "a higher level of language" (Cohen, 1997).

This view of writing, however, can be counterproductive. When students feel that they have to adhere to a higher standard than they are capable of, they may give up altogether. The belief that written language can be anything that is spoken creates a liberated view of writing. In this view, written language encompasses all utterances, including colloquial expressions, one-word utterances, and even gasps and sighs; all of these spoken utterances can be written down.

In this view, writing is speech written down. This view de-emphasizes the notion of correctness associated with written language in the other view. It is intended to encourage students to write, being aware of correctness but not repressed by it. It is important that writing be a tool to help the student. Writing connects to what is heard and spoken. The letters of an alphabet are a visual accompaniment to vowel and consonant sounds. A writing system is a way of
making a spoken language tangible because it exists in a form where it can be collected, stored, and recalled.

*Learning response patterns:* A third issue involving writing is related to second language learning and the nature of interpretation and translation processes. Ways of interpreting are based on prior experiences and upon shared knowledge with others who speak the language. When students begin learning a second language, they rely on ways of interpreting that have been acquired through their first language. They continue to use their first language in their interpretations until they develop sufficient patterns of response in a second language. It is generally known that learning how to write in a second language is a common obstacle encountered by language students.

A reason for introducing writing early in the learning process is that when students become accustomed to writing in the second language, it is no longer an obstacle to be feared later on. In addition, early introduction of writing provides an opportunity for writing skills to develop simultaneously with new thought processes in the second language.

*Research on learning styles and learning strategies:* Various research studies have shown that instruction that combines writing with spoken language reaches a broader group of students. This is owing to differences in learning styles and learning strategies. Research on second language acquisition
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substantiates this view, showing that if a classroom inhibits students' opportunities to demonstrate their knowledge, learning will be affected (Johnson, 1995).

A rationale for teaching writing is that some students are visual learners, rather than auditory. These students have difficulty grasping meanings from sounds. When writing is introduced to these students at the one-or-two word response level, these students especially benefit. Conversely, when writing is held off until these students are at the stage of communicating forms of discourse, they are slowed down more than other students as they translate, interpret, and remember more effectively with the assistance of writing.

The Language Proficiency Method adapts readily to instruction in written language. Activities that incorporate writing proceed as follows (see Appendix B for sample writing activities for each level):

1. Setting the Scene: Teacher shows flashcards with pictures named in the native language
2. Comprehensible Input: Teacher writes vocabulary on the board
3. Guided Practice: Teacher asks student to write down answers in the native language in their notebooks
4. Independent Practice: Students generate questions to ask elders in the native language
5. Challenge: Performing plays in the native language
6. Expansion: Writing history and geography lessons in the native language

Strategies proven effective with Native American students: Research has shown that Native American students benefit from a variety of learning strategies—including social, cognitive, memory, and compensatory ones—and that learning styles influence learning strategy (Okada, Oxford, & Abo, 1996). Writing is particularly useful to students who have visual learning styles. Research on Native American students has dealt with various aspects of learning styles and learning strategies.

A well-known study of Native American students' classroom learning was carried out by Susan Philips (1972) on the Warm Springs Indian Reservation. Philips compared differences between the social conditions governing verbal participation in middle-class Anglo-American classrooms and in the Warm Springs community. She found that the Warm Springs students' willingness to participate was related to the ways in which verbal interaction was organized and controlled.

Philips' observations of Warm Springs students revealed that Warm Springs students were more willing to participate verbally when they could self-select when to speak. This was consistent with conditions within the Warm Springs community where learning tasks generally follow a sequence of extensive listening and watching, then supervised participation with tasks segmented by an elder, and then private-self-initiated self-testing of what is learned. The use of speech in such activities is minimal, and competence is demonstrated through
the completion of the task itself. Philips argues that to accommodate children of
different cultural backgrounds such as the Native American culture, “efforts be
made to allow for a complementary diversity in the modes of communication
through which learning and measurements of ‘success’ take place” (Philips, 1972,
p. 393).

In a 1998 article Heredia and Francis (1997) examine the instructional uses
of traditional stories in realizing the educational potential of Native American
children. They report that stories were the books for all Native American peoples.
They state that it is important to understand that some tribes had writing systems
before Europeans introduced alphabetic writing in the sixteenth century. Tribes
already had various pictographic, iconic, and mnemonic systems related to their
interest in storytelling as well as to the preservation of their languages over
thousands of years. Because of the broad popularity of stories since intercultural
contact, Heredia and Francis view stories as a potential for enriching the reading
and language arts curriculum, with direct applicability to “developing students’
writing skills” (1997, p. 53).

In a study of the influence of stories on oral and written language develop-
ment, Aronson shows that children who listen to stories learn that stories are a
method of communication. “From stories children acquire expectations about
the world. They learn about language and people and places” (1991, p. 12). The
use of story conventions as an indication of language learning was found in
children’s written stories. Their language learning included knowledge of narra-
tive conventions, such as formal beginnings, formal endings, and consistent
uses of past tense. Research has shown that stories provide a narrative model for
students’ writing and are vital to their early language development. The use of
story conventions were reported as early as age two when children are at a one-
or-two word stage of oral language development. Aronson (1991) reported that
children were writing stories by age five.

In a study of Native American children on the Hoopa Valley Indian Reser-
vation in California, Bennett (1980) demonstrated a progression in language
development in children age 2 through 12. Proto-narratives appeared at the two-
word stage, expanding in complexity as the children grew older. In documenting
the role of stories in passing on the Native American heritage, Bennett demon-
strated that the older children told traditional stories. These stories were
composed with metaphorical interpretations and multi-sentence organization. Stu-
dents benefited in classroom instruction from writing down stories they had
heard.

Earlier studies that demonstrate the importance of writing for Native Ameri-
can students document their visual learning styles. In a comparative study of
Navajo children and Dutch whites in Michigan by Steggerda and Macomber
(1934), Navajo children were found to perceive visual objects according to the
usefulness in their visual context. The Navajo children rejected the horse that
was old and thin, the landscape that had no water or shade, and the house with
no room to walk around. The Dutch whites, in contrast, were aware of the ob-
jects as pictures, and noted form, arrangement, and colors. The conclusion is
that the Navajo children read the stories told in the pictures to understand visual cues. The implications are both that the Navajo children are visual learners and that they use cultural forms of language, such as stories, to interpret visual cues.

In a classic study comparing Native American children with Euro-American children, Wayne Dennis (1942) tested visual perceptions in a Draw-A-Man test. The drawings of Hopi children in the older age group (age 10 as compared with age 6) showed more cultural traits, with the drawings showing Hopi hairstyles and dress, including ceremonial dancers. Hopi children reflect their cultural experiences in their drawings. The conclusion is that writing (in the form of drawing) is an important part of the language development that appears in the youngest children in the study and shows an increase in socio-differentiation with age. This study documents the cultural basis for visual learning.

The success of writing activities introduced in Native American language classrooms depends upon students finding themselves in instructional situations that they recognize. Johnson (1995) showed that it is crucial for the teacher to become established as a socially relevant figure whose approval is valued by the students. How the teacher accomplishes this task includes the use of visual aides. Flashcards, puppets, and other aids play a role in having students perceive the teacher as someone who reaches out to them. Tasks need to be designed so that students can succeed and teachers have the opportunity to give approval to correct student responses. Thus, it is important not to introduce writing at too early

Figure 4. Icha Little, Charlotte Saxon, Silish Jackson (back), Keweah Rivas (front), Angela Saxon, Laura Del Santos, and Danny Ammon Performing Xa:wilwa:t’ Puppet Play
an age or to let writing substitute for speaking. The sequencing of units as well as the amount of material students can assimilate are other important issues (Geerbault, 1997). Below is a checklist for writing activities and a list of advantages and disadvantages:

- students practice writing the letters that represent each of the sounds
- students write down words they hear
- students write down questions for elders and record their answers
- students write their lines in a story performance or puppet play

Possible advantages of writing systems for native languages
- having a record with which to check one’s memory
- opportunity for private self-study
- being able to analyze language and construct original sentences
- developing organizational skills in written language
- transfer of knowledge to and from spoken language

Possible disadvantages of writing systems for native languages
- need for practicing oral memory
- need for practicing conversation
- needing a living person as a partner
- changing language from what it has been for thousands of years

Conclusion: Meeting the needs of the Hupa community
At the time the Hupa Language, Culture, and Education Program began in 1963, there were monolingual Hupa speakers. These people were so immersed in the Hupa language and culture that they lived entirely on the 12 square miles of the Hoopa Indian Reservation. At this time, the Hupa oral tradition was a part of the daily life of people living on the reservation. It was possible to visit an elder’s home and hear a story handed down from the ancestors, much as it had been for thousands of years previously.

Today, Hupa language elders are bilingual. Some have traveled to other countries, and many have communicated with people from other continents. Today’s Hupa language students live in a global community as well. They participate in electronic networking that includes e-mail, the internet, interactive videos and CD’s, and extends worldwide.

Rather than decrease the value of the Hupa language, however, the worldwide basis for communication has increased it. For the Hupa language students, study of the Hupa language enlarges their range of communication. There is interest in the Hupa language by many from outside the community. Bilingual skills enable Hupa speakers to share their language as a way of participating in international discussions.

Note: Photos: by Ruth Bennett; Graphics: Photo-scans by Kelly Getz, CICD Graphics Dept.
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Figure 5. Community Hupa Language Class: Front Row: Tasha Norton, Minnie McWilliams, Jill Sherman, Cody Fletcher, Nina Kebric, Lila Kebric, Natalie Carpenter, James Jackson, Calvin Carpenter. Back Row: Myra Kebric, Gina Campbell, Danielle Vigil, Wendy George, Jacqueline Martins, Gordon Bussell, Melody Carpenter, Joseph Rafael, Marcellene Norton, André Kebric, Visiting Professor from Moscow, Russia

Figure 6. Pam Mattz, Director, Hupa Language, Culture, and Education Program, and Gordon Bussell, Hupa Language, Culture, and Education Program Teacher, Examining Acorn Paddles Made by Johnson-O’Malley Program Students
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This is a story about what Coyote did.

Coyote was walking along.

And then he saw some people digging Indian potatoes. But it was still dark yet, there wasn’t any daylight. When the people saw Coyote, they said, “Come on up to the house.”

Coyote was surprised to see a building, a big long house. There weren’t very many long houses around there, so he became curious. He decided to go up to the long house. And then when he got there, Coyote saw two little boys sitting in that house. And then Coyote went inside the house and looked around. He saw a lot of things hanging up there next to the roof.

And then he looked up at the bags and asked the two boys, “What is that?”

They told him that they didn’t know. Then, when Coyote kept on asking them, one of them said, “Look, that bag there is only rain. That other one there is lightning.”

Now Coyote was really curious. He noticed that one of the bags was bigger than the others. Coyote asked, “What is that big bag for?”

Coyote kept on asking about each one of the bags. Then, he saw a bag that was bigger than the others. He had to know what that one was, so he asked, “What’s in that bag?” The boys kept silent, but finally one of the boys told him, “That one is daylight.”

And then when Coyote found out that Daylight was in that bag, he thought, “I am going to steal that bag with Daylight in it.”

He told those two boys, “Bring some water for me.” When they went off, he thought, “I hope you will be gone a long time.” He wanted them to stay away from the house. If only they would start playing, they might stay away longer, he thought.

That big bag was hanging up. Coyote knew he had to act quickly. And then he jumped up; he grabbed that bag. He jumped up and brought the bag down from the rafters.
He ran away fast with that big bag. And then he ran away fast with it all. And then those two boys came back. They went into the house. And then they looked inside. That big bag wasn’t hanging there any more.

They looked; that big bag that used to be hanging there was gone. He stole that daylight. Yes he did.

And then the two boys ran off. They were chasing Coyote. “Come back here,” one of them shouted to Coyote. “You stole Daylight from us.” But Coyote didn’t stop.

And then one of the boys said, “We’ll have to bring in the fastest birds: Hummingbird, grouse, pigeon.” That’s some of the fastest ones, they had to bring in the fastest birds to catch Coyote. And the two boys kept on looking for Coyote. Then they came across a house. There was an old man sitting in front of the house. He was someone who looked like a rich man. He looked like he had been sitting there for a long time.

So they thought, “Maybe this is his house.”

They asked him, “‘Haven’t you seen coyote? He stole daylight from us.”

The old man said, “No.”

Outside the house, there was a flat rock. Just then, the boys saw Coyote running around in back of the house. The boys knew that the old man had turned into Coyote. They ran to tell the birds, “We know where Coyote is.” Those birds flew after him. And then they caught him. And then they picked him up. They told him, “Bring that bag of daylight back.” As they were carrying him, he was still holding the bag. He brought it back out.

And then Coyote threw the bag down on a rock.

The bag of daylight fell down on the rock.

It broke the bag. Daylight went everywhere.

When he broke the bag, Daylight came to be.

He did it, he brought the daylight.

That’s the end of it.
Appendix B
Writing Activities at Six Levels with Sample Hupa Language Activities
Built Around the Story “Coyote Steals Daylight”

1. Setting the Scene
   • teacher creates the context, relates the task to student interests
   • use of visual aids: teacher shows slides of puppet shows with students putting on the performance

2. Comprehensible Input
   • non-verbal response, repetition of teacher, yes-no response.
   • teacher says names of characters and displays characters through puppets and flashcards. Two forms of media communicate meaning more effectively
   • teacher writes name of character

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characters:</th>
<th>Props:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xolch’ixolik</td>
<td>Tehmil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xontehltaw</td>
<td>Coyote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kehltsa:n</td>
<td>Yilxay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahxe kilexich</td>
<td>Na’iya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K’isdiya:n</td>
<td>K’iqiwh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xayont</td>
<td>K’e:niiwh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q’ososs</td>
<td>Tesch’e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diwhkyoh</td>
<td>Grouse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Guided Practice
   • Teacher asks student to respond to either-or questions
     T: Hayde xontehltaw. (This is coyote.) Hayde xontehltaw? (Is this coyote?)
     S: Hayde xontehltaw. (This is coyote.)
   • Teacher writes the names of characters and asks students to write the name of characters

4. Independent Practice
   • Student supplies vocabulary term
   • Teacher introduces baseball game activity, holding up flashcards and puppets
   • Students divide into two teams
   • Students who identify name of characters proceed around the bases
   • The team who stays in the game the longest, wins
     T: Dundi hayde? (Who is this?)
     S: Hayde kilexich. (This is a boy.)
   • Students keep track of who is winning by writing the names of characters that are guessed correctly or incorrectly

5. Challenge
   • Sentences with storyboarding
   • Teacher has a board on which is a setting for the story. The student’s task is to place characters on the board. The student is then to write out an appro-
priate sentence for the characters and place the sentence on the board along with the characters.

- Characters and sentences taken from the Coyote Steals Daylight story:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Xontehltaw ch’iqal. Coyote is walking.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daywho’ xontah ne:s sa’an. There was a long house standing somewhere.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kehitsa:n xosing xa’k’iwh inyehtaw. A bunch of girls are digging Indian potatoes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xontah ch’ing’ xa:singya:wh. Come on up to the house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahxe kilexich ya:ng’e:tl’. Two boys were sitting there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diydi hayde’ hay tehmil? What is in that sack?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na’iya tehmil-me’q hay-yo:w la:yxw ‘ena:ng’? It is only Rain there in that sack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tehsch’e hay-yo:w la:yxw ‘ena:ng’. It is Wind in that sack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay-yow la:yxw ‘ena:ng’ k’iqiwh. Only Lightning is in there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay-yow la:yxw ‘ena:ng k’e:niwh. Only Thunder is in there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diydi hayde’ hay tehmil nikya:wh? What is in that big sack?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayach’ing’ yilxay. That one there is Daylight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay yilxay k’itehlyo:te. I am going to steal Daylight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahdiwhla:te. I am going to run off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Da:w. No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K’isdiyin:xontehltaw yehdo:xoltsis’ung? Old man, have you seen Coyote?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yilxay ch’e:we:l nohwung. (To the Old Man) He stole Daylight from us.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mich’ing’ yilxay ne’en nohwung k’itehlyo:te. (To Grouse, Hummingbird, and Pigeon) He stole Daylight from us.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xolkit! Catch him!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanda’awh! Bring it back!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xa’, ch’e:na:niwh’awh. All right, I’ll bring it back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whe’axolkit. I caught him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay tse: miq’it k’exolwul. He threw the sack on that rock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahk’idyaw yisxa:n. Daylight happened.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A puppet performance is presented by one group of students for the class. The teacher introduces younger students to writing by having them make puppets. Intermediate students write out names of characters, draw characters for story boards, and write narrative sentences. Advanced students write out scripts and put on puppet plays (see section 2 above for a list of characters and props). The script for the Coyote Steals Daylight Puppet Play is given on the next page (Adapted from a story in the Hupa language by Ed Marshall, by Herman Sherman & Fred Davis 6/23/83, and by James Jackson, Calvin Carpenter, William Carpenter, & Minnie McWilliams, 2/4/98).
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Xontehltaw Yilxay K’itehlkyo:t (Coyote daylight he stole)

This is a story about what Coyote did:

Xoch’ixolik: Xontehltaw ch’iqal. Coyote was walking along.

Xontehltaw: Kehtsa:n xosing xa’k’iwe inyehtaw. A bunch of girls are digging Indian potatoes.

Kehtsa:n: Xontach’ing’ xasiyina:wh. Come on up to the house.

Xontehltaw: Kehitsa:n ne:s. It’s a long house. Nahx kilexich ya:ng’e:tl’. Two boys are sitting there. Hay-yo:w te:lim’in’din na:ng’e:tl’. A lot of things hanging up there next to the roof there. Diydi hayde’? What is that?

Ła’ kilexich: Do’owhts’it. I don’t know.

Nahx kilexich: Na’iya tehmilme’q hay-yo:w ła:yxw ‘e:na:ng’. Look, inside that sack there is only Rain.

Xontehltaw: Diydi hayde’? What is that?

Ła’ kilexich: Tehsch’e hay-yo:w ła:yxw ‘e:na:ng’. That other one there is only Wind.

Xontehltaw: Diydi hayde’? What is that?

Nahx kilexich: K’eniwh hay-yo:w ła:yxw ‘e:na:ng’. That other one there is only Thunder.

Xontehltaw: Diydi hayde’? What is that?

Ła’ kilexich: K’iqiwh hay-yo:w ła:yxw ‘e:na:ng’. That other one there is only Lightning.

Xontehltaw: Hay tehmil nikya:w diydi hayde’? What’s in the big sack?

Nahx kilexich: Hay le:ya’un:ng’ hay milch’ing’ yilxay. That one is Daylight.

Xontehltaw: Hay yilxay k’ite:skyo:te. I am going to steal that bag with Daylight in it.

Wha to’onchwine! Bring some water for me. Isto’ ch’a’asda’ na:ya’usdetl’ sa’a min’day’ na:wohneh. I hope they go off and play and stay gone a long time. Hay tehmil nikya:w nahlsis. That big sack is hanging up.

Xa’ yawhtong’ mixa ch’ilkit. I’ll jump up and grab it. Dahdiwhla:te. I will run away.

Nahx kilexich: Do:xole:ne hay tehmil nikya:w nahlsis-ne’en. That big sack isn’t hanging there any more.

Xoch’ixolik: Haya:l ch’idaxodiwing’a:n nahx kilexich. And then the two boys ran off. Yehxowinyo:l. They were chasing Coyote.

Ła’ kilexich: Milch’ing’ yilxay-ne’en nohwung ch’itehlkyo:t. Come back here, you stole Daylight from us.

Nahx kilexich: Xa’ xolisch! Q’o:so:s, diwhkyoh, xa:yont. Hurry up, get Hummingbird, Grouse, Pigeon.

Q’o:so:s: Diwhkyoh xa:yont! Xolkit! Grouse, Pigeon! Catch him!

Ła’ kilexich: K’isdiya:n xontehltaw yehdo:xoltsis’ung? Old man, haven’t you seen Coyote?

Kisdiya:n: Da:w. No.

Nahx kilexich: Yilxay ch’e:we:l nohwung k’ite:welkyo:t. Daylight flows out, he stole it from us.

Xayont: Na:nda’awh! Bring that sack of daylight back.

Xontehltaw: Xa’, ch’e:namiwh’awh. Ok, I’ll bring it back.

Diwhkyoh: Whe’axolkit. I caught him.

Xoch’ixolik: Hay tse:miq’it k’exofwut. He threw it down on that rock. Hay tehmi ts’isgya:s yisxan. He broke the sack. Daylight came to be. Ahdiyaw yisxan. He did it, he brought the Daylight.

Hayah no:nt’ik. That’s the end of it.
Language Objectives by Grade Level—

Pre-School: Develop attention span, Practice pronunciation, Improve hand-eye coordination, Increase sentence comprehension

Kindergarten-Grade 2: Practice phonics, Develop vocabulary skills, Build sentence structure skills, Improve verbal performance ability

Grades 3-5: Develop understanding of narrative, Building sentence reading skills, Improve speaking and listening skills

Grades 6-8: Develop interpretation of narrative, Shape ability to read unfamiliar texts, Increase bilingual sentence skills

High School: Build goal-oriented independent study, Promote practice with interdisciplinary approaches, Expand bilingual interpretation skills

6. Expansion

Expansion activities are based on comparisons with what has been taught in a lesson and involve looking at the story in a different way. This can be as brief as comparing one story with another or as lengthy as a series of lessons comparing versions of a story throughout the oral tradition of many tribes.

Many tribes have stories about the coming of fire or daylight. Some tribes visualize both arriving with the coming of the sun. The California stories usually start with a state of unrest where people are in the dark and cold. Then someone is found to have daylight or fire. Coyote frequently, although not always, is the one who makes the attempt to get daylight or fire. Sometimes he steals it by himself, as in the Hupa Coyote Steals Daylight story. Sometimes he delegates this task to various animals, as in the Karuk story Coyote Steals Fire. In most versions of the story, this attempt is successful, and fire or daylight comes to the tribe (Gifford, 1930).

Coyote’s role in stealing fire or daylight is typical of his importance in the stories of northern California. Even when other animal characters are the main characters of a story, Coyote is likely to appear. When Coyote breaks taboos, he is often an object of humor, and an example to listeners of tribal standards of behavior. Usually he is portrayed as a male, with his roles ranging from creator to trickster, from buffoon to glutton. Sometimes Coyote’s excesses turn to good ends, as when he steals daylight and brings it to the world. He appealed to California storytellers because of the diverse possibilities of his character to demonstrate both the good and the bad and to turn a misdeed into a change in nature that prepares the world for human beings.

Hawaiian and Northern California tribal stories about stealing daylight, fire, and/or sun are listed below:
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